Chapter 10

Probing the Deep Genetic Basis of a Novel Trait
in Escherichia coli*
Tanush Jagdish, J. Jeffrey Morris, Brian D. Wade and Zachary D. Blount

Abstract Evolution innovates by repurposing existing genetic elements to produce
new functions. However, the range of new functions and traits this evolutionary tinkering can produce is limited to those that are supported and enabled by the rest of
the genome. The full complement of genes in a genome required for a novel trait to
manifest constitutes the trait’s “deep” genetic basis. The deep genetic basis of novel
traits can be very difficult to determine under most circumstances, leaving it understudied despite its critical importance. Novel traits that arise during highly tractable
microbial evolution experiments present opportunities to correct this deficit. One
such novel trait is aerobic growth on citrate (Cit+ ), which evolved in one of twelve
populations in the Long-Term Evolution Experiment with Escherichia coli (LTEE).
We sought to uncover the deep genetic basis of this trait by transforming 3,985 single gene knockout mutants from the Keio collection with a plasmid that can confer
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aerobic growth on citrate. In our preliminary screen, we identified 111 genes putatively necessary for expression of the Cit+ trait. Of these, ∼ 32% are involved in core
metabolic pathways, including the TCA and glycolysis pathways. Another ∼ 22%
encode a variety of transporter proteins. The remaining genes are either of unknown
function or uncertain involvement with citrate metabolism. Our work demonstrates
how novel traits that are built upon pre-existing functions can depend on the activity
of a large number of genes, hinting at an unappreciated level of complexity in the
evolution of relatively simple new functions.
Key words: Experimental Evolution, Microbial Evolution, Evolutionary Innovation, Evolution Experiments, Cit+

10.1 Introduction
The living world is astonishingly diverse. Ecologically significant, qualitatively new
traits have played an important role in the origin of this diversity [1]. Evolutionary
innovations allow lineages to escape competitive pressures in their ancestral niches
by invading new niches. Adaptation to the new niches can then drive divergence,
speciation, and increased diversity [50]. Diversification driven by novel trait evolution has likely been particularly consequential in microbes, where the origin of
novel traits and speciation are thought to be synonymous [12] and thus responsible
for the estimated billions to trillions of extant microbial clades [37, 49].
Microbial lineages can evolve novel traits in two distinct ways: acquisition of
genes from other lineages through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) or the origination
of new genes through modification of existing sequences. HGT can rapidly disseminate new traits among a diverse and distantly related community of microbes and
has been implicated in the spread of antibiotic resistance [32, 55], virulence factors [19, 21], and even entire metabolically related gene clusters [2]. However, truly
novel traits ultimately arise by the modification of genetic information that did not
originally encode them [23].
Such genetic modification, or ‘evolutionary tinkering’, occurs through four distinct mechanisms [1, 16]. First, new genes can arise de novo from mutations that
induce expression of previously non-coding DNA that fortuitously yield functional
polypeptides [6, 20]. Second, duplications can lead to neofunctionalization, in which
mutations of redundant gene copies confer novel functions [13, 41, 43]. Third, preexisting gene components recombine to yield new functions in a process called ‘domain shuffling’ [8, 23, 26]. And finally, via a mechanism directly relevant to our
work reported here, mutation or recombination can place existing genes under new
regulatory control, co-opting functionality by changing the physiological or developmental context within which the genes are expressed [8].
The mutational event that immediately causes the manifestation — or “actualization” — of a novel trait has been the principal concern of most research into the
mechanistic bases of evolutionary innovations [1, 16], but it is only one part of a
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larger evolutionary process [7, 8]. A new trait can only be actualized if prior evolution has “potentiated” its emergence, either by mechanistically increasing the rate
of actualizing mutations, or by epistatically enabling those mutations to produce the
trait upon their occurrence [8, 9]. Moreover, new traits almost always first appear in
a weak form. The effectiveness of a new trait therefore requires a potentially openended, selection-mediated accumulation of mutations that “refines” its functionality
and improves its fitness contribution [8, 44, 45]. In this process, potentiation makes
the innovation possible, actualization brings it into being, and refinement makes it
functionally effective [8].
Prior evolution crucially determines the potential for evolving a novel trait [10].
A new trait can only be actualized if it is mutationally reachable from an organism’s
existing genetic state [7, 8]. This is to say, it must be possible for the genetic information needed for the trait to arise from sequences that already exist in the genome.
One facet of this principle is the necessary interrelationships between genes within
a genome. All genes exist in a genome that includes both the set of regulatory elements that govern their expression and that of the other genes with which they interact. Genes also function in a broader organismal context in which their expressed
products interact with those encoded by other genes. Typically, gene products only
produce a given function when working in tandem with many other gene products.
One consequence of this interdependence is that a new trait can only evolve in a lineage in which it will be supported by the existing genomic and organismal context.
This broader context that is a necessary part of the potentiation of a novel trait’s
evolution may be called its “deep” genetic basis.
Consider, for example, an organism that grows on substrate A. However, the
organism’s environment also contains substrate B, which the organism cannot metabolize. Suppose a mutation in a gene produces an enzyme for converting substrate
B to substrate A once it is in the cell, thus allowing the organism to survive on substrate B. The capacity to grow on substrate B will only manifest if the organism has
the means to transport substrate B into the cell. Evolution of growth on substrate B
is hence contingent on and potentiated by not only the presence of the gene that can
be mutated to produce the new enzyme, but also the broader genetic context that
includes the requisite transporter gene.
In real organisms, the broader context that determines evolutionary potential is
exponentially more complicated [51, 56]. Organisms possess a wide array of integrated traits ranging from survival and stress tolerance to mating and reproduction
[52, 54], and the genes and pathways coding for any given trait often also affect
other functions at different levels of causality [25, 33, 34]. These interactions between traits and their underlying genetic bases are highly complex and difficult to
understand [24, 29, 30]. Adding to this challenge is the fact that novel traits emerge
over evolutionary time, which can range from hundreds to thousands of generations
[10, 39, 40]. This system-wide, multi-level complexity coupled with the infeasible
timescales of novel trait evolution makes it inherently challenging to identify the
full set of interacting genetic elements underlying a new trait.
Novel traits sometimes arise during long-term evolution experiments with highly
tractable microbial model organisms, providing opportunities to examine their deep
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genetic bases [17]. One such instance arose during the Long-Term Evolution Experiment with Escherichia coli (LTEE). The LTEE was begun in 1988 with the founding
of twelve populations of E. coli from a single clone. These populations have since
been evolved for more than 70,000 generations of daily 1:100 serial transfer in Davis
and Mingioli minimal medium supplemented with glucose (DM25) [15, 34, 35].
Throughout the experiment, population samples have been frozen every 500 generations, providing a complete, viable fossil record of the evolution in each population [35]. DM25 also contains a high concentration of citrate (500 mg/L), which
is added as an iron chelating agent and constitutes a potential second carbon and
energy source. However, despite possessing a complete TCA cycle, E. coli is partly
defined as a species by its inability to grow aerobically on citrate (Cit- ) [22, 47].
This Cit- phenotype is due to an inability to transport citrate into the cell when oxygen is present, but most E. coli strains can grow fermentatively on citrate using a
transporter expressed only under anoxia [42].
Despite having the cellular machinery to potentially evolve aerobic growth on citrate (Cit+ ), spontaneous Cit+ mutants of E. coli are extremely rare under most conditions [22, 53]. Nonetheless, a weak Cit+ variant appeared in one LTEE population
after 31,000 generations [9]. Later genomic analysis showed that the trait was actualized by a duplication that placed the previously silent citrate transporter gene, citT,
under the control of a promoter that directs expression under aerobic metabolism [8].
The Cit+ subpopulation remained a minority until shortly after 33,000 generations,
when refined variants better able to exploit the citrate resource evolved and rose to
high frequency in the population, concurrently leading to a several-fold increase in
the size of the population. This process of refinement is ongoing and has involved
further adaptation to the idiosyncratic physiology of the Cit+ trait [5].
The long-delayed and singular evolution of the Cit+ trait in the LTEE was contingent upon the particular history of the population in which it arose. The ongoing
research into this history has revealed the complexity of the interactions underlying
evolutionary potential. A series of “replay” experiments with clones isolated from
the population’s fossil record showed that later clones had a significantly higher rate
of mutation to Cit+ , and thus a greater potential to evolve the trait than did earlier
ones [9]. This potentiation arose in part from adaptation to acetate-based ecological
interactions that evolved in the population. Quandt et al. [45] identified a series of
mutations that occurred in the citrate synthase gene, gltA, of the lineage in which
Cit+ eventually arose. These mutations altered carbon flow into the TCA cycle, improving growth on acetate. As citrate is also metabolized via the TCA cycle, they
also pre-adapted the lineage to growth on citrate, and rendered the Cit+ actualizing mutation beneficial when it eventually arose. These mutations hence allowed
the weak initial Cit+ variant lineage to remain in the population long enough to
accumulate refining mutations that improved growth on citrate [45]. Ironically, the
potentiating mutations in gltA compensated for the anti-potentiating effects of earlier mutations that were beneficial to growth on glucose [36]. Moreover, even after
potentiation, the Cit+ actualizing mutation’s fitness benefit prior to 30,000 generations was too low to permit it to outcompete other beneficial mutations available to
the population [36].
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Much has therefore been gleaned about the evolutionary potentiation of the Cit+
trait during the LTEE. However, the trait’s evolution also depended on the full
complement of genes necessary for citrate metabolism that existed in the ancestral genome prior to the start of the LTEE. These genes that interact and support
aerobic growth on citrate, the trait’s deep genetic basis, remain a mystery. Here we
describe an initial exploration of the deep genetic basis of the novel Cit+ trait, in
which we sought to identify the non-essential genes required for aerobic growth on
citrate in the presence of the actualizing mutation.

10.2 Methods
10.2.1 Long-Term Evolution Experiment with E. coli
The LTEE has been described in greater detail elsewhere [35]. Briefly, twelve populations of E. coli B were founded in 1988 and have since been evolved for more than
70,000 generations of serial batch culture in Davis and Mingioli minimal medium
supplemented with 25 mg/L glucose (“DM25”; [15, 34]. The populations are diluted 100-fold every 24 hours into fresh medium to a final volume of 10 mL and
maintained at 37 ◦ C with 120 rpm orbital aeration.

10.2.2 Screening for Genes Necessary for Aerobic Growth on
Citrate
The pZBrnk-citT plasmid is a pUC19-based recombinant plasmid that contains a
copy of the novel rnk-citT module that actualized the Cit+ trait in Ara-3 [8]. This
high copy number plasmid confers a Cit+ phenotype in both E. coli B and E. coli
K12. The Keio collection is made up of 3985 strains of E. coli K12 in which a single, non-essential gene has been deleted and replaced with a kanamycin resistance
cassette [4]. Genes required for aerobic growth on citrate were screened by chemically transforming each Keio strain with pZBrnk-citT and testing each transformant
for the capacity to grow aerobically on citrate using the procedure described below.
Each knock-out strain to be transformed was grown on LB plates supplemented
with kanamycin at a final working concentration of 50 µg/mL. Three to five colonies
of each strain were then resuspended in 300 µL of 50 mM CaCl2 . The suspensions
were incubated on ice for 15 minutes, after which ∼100 ng of plasmid DNA was
added to the suspensions. Following 45 minutes of further incubation on ice, the
cells were heat-shocked at 42 ◦ C for 1 minute before being returned to ice for 5
minutes. A 500 µL volume of LB was added to the cells, shaken to mix, and the full
volume directly spread on Christensen’s citrate indicator plates supplemented with
50 µg/mL kanamycin and 100 µg/mL ampicillin [3, 11]. The plates were then in-
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cubated for 10 days at 37 ◦ C. Plates were assessed after 5 and 10 days of incubation
for development of a hot pink coloration of the medium indicative of growth on citrate. Those Keio strain transformants able to grow on citrate as indicated by a color
change were presumed to have deletions in genes that were not required for aerobic growth on citrate. Those that did not produce a color change were considered
to have deletions of candidate genes required for aerobic growth on citrate. Thirty
six mutants from the Keio collection were unused as viable transformants for those
mutants could not be obtained. This screen was carried out twice to rule out false
positives.

10.2.3 Curation and Analysis of Gene Functions
Functions of candidate genes were first manually curated using the EcoCyc database
[28]. All 111 functions were then grouped into five major categories: Metabolism,
Membrane-Related Proteins, Stress Response, Transcription, and Motility. Genes
that could not be classified into groups of three or more were labelled as “Other”,
and those with undefined functions were labelled “Unknown”.

10.2.4 Analysis of the Mutational History in Candidate Genes
Good et al. [18] conducted whole genome, whole population sequencing of all
frozen populations between 0 and 60,000 generations across all 12 LTEE lines. We
downloaded the annotated sequence data made publicly available by Good et al.
[18] and looked for mutations in any of the 111 candidate genes in all 12 LTEE
lines over the course of 60,000 generations. In order to ensure we only looked
at mutations that were nearing or had already reached fixation, we only considered mutations that had reached a frequency of 0.95. All mutational analysis was
carried out using R (version 3.5.1). Analysis scripts and raw data are deposited at
https://github.com/tjagdish/DeepGeneticBasis

10.3 Results
We screened the entire Keio E. coli K-12 gene knockout collection for non-essential
genes required for aerobic growth on citrate by transforming each constituent knockout strain with a plasmid, pZBrnk-citT, which can confer a Cit+ phenotype in a
wild type genetic background. We identified 111 candidate genes that are putatively necessary for aerobic growth on citrate (Appendix). We manually categorized
each candidate gene by the primary function identified for it by the EcoCyc E. coli
database ([27], Fig. 10.1). Thirty-six percent of the candidates are involved in core
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Fig. 10.1: Functional Categories of Genes Putatively Necessary for Aerobic Growth on Citrate.
Genes grouped by functions assigned by EcoCyc [27]. Genes assigned to the ‘other’
category include those associated with fimbriae (2%), metalloproteases (2%),
lipoproteins (2%), cell division (1%), cell shape (1%), and curli formation (1%)

metabolic pathways, including sucA, sucB and sdhB, which encode TCA cycle enzymes, and others that encode glycolysis pathway enzymes (Fig. 10.1). Another
∼23% encode for membrane-associated proteins, such as tatB, macB, and garP,
which are involved in protein translocation, antibiotic export, and galactarate transport, respectively (Fig. 10.1).
The remaining candidates are either of unknown function or uncertain involvement with citrate metabolism. These genes include a substantial number that are
likely involved in bacterial stress response, such as multi-drug efflux pumps (emrD
and ybhF), and regulators of acid resistance and biofilm formation (ymgB). Other
candidates include transcription regulators (5), metalloproteases (3), lipoproteins
(3), and genes involved in regulating fimbriae (3), cell division (1), cell shape (1),
and curli formation (2).
Genes necessary for growth on citrate would be logical targets of selection in
the Cit+ population. To determine if this has been the case for the 111 candidate
mutations we identified, we searched the whole-metagenome sequence data for the
citrate-using population from Good et al. [18]. We found that mutations had fixed or
nearly fixed in 8 of the candidate genes by 60,000 generations (Table 10.2). However, all mutations occurred in Ara-3 after ∼35,000 generations, at which point Ara3 had evolved a mutator phenotype [8].
All 12 LTEE populations have been evolving for over 70,000 generations. Ara3 remains the only population in which aerobic growth on citrate has evolved. An
ongoing question is that of whether it might evolve in any of the other 11 populations. Mutations that impair or eliminate the function of genes required for the Cit+
trait would presumably reduce the likelihood of evolving it. We therefore examined
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Fig. 10.2: Genes putatively identified as necessary for aerobic growth on citrate in which
mutations have fixed in LTEE populations by 60,000 generations. Ara-1, Ara-2, Ara-3,
Ara-4, Ara+3 and Ara+6 have all evolved heightened mutation rates over the course of
evolution. No fixed mutations in candidate genes were identified in populations Ara-6,
Ara+1, and Ara+5

the metagenome sequences for the other LTEE populations for mutations in the 111
genes our screen identified.
We found an array of mutations in genes putatively essential for aerobic growth
on citrate across the other LTEE populations. The vast majority of these mutations
occurred in the five populations, Ara-1, Ara-2, Ara-3, Ara-4, Ara+3, and Ara+6, in
which elevated mutation rates have also evolved over the course of the experiment
(Fig. 10.3; Fig. 10.2). However, we did identify mutations in three non-mutator populations: a single mutation in a noncoding region of the transcription regulator gene,
iscR, fixed in Ara-5 by 45,000 generations; a missense mutation in a key oxoglutarate dehydrogenase component gene, sucB, fixed in Ara+2 by 47,000 generations;
and in Ara+4 a missense mutation in the glycolysis regulating phosphofructokinase
gene, phoR, fixed by 18,000 generations, as well as the insertion of a mobile genetic element in the aromatic amino acid biosynthesis gene aroG. We identified no
mutations in any candidate genes in Ara-6, Ara+1, or Ara+5.

10.4 Discussion
The Cit+ trait that arose in the LTEE would seem to be a simple innovation, given
that the trait can be conferred in the ancestral genetic background by activating
expression of the citT gene that encodes a citrate-C4-dicarboxylate antiporter [8].
Despite this apparent simplicity, the trait’s manifestation required the activity of
other gene products, and thus the presence of other preexisting genes. These genes
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Fig. 10.3: Fixed mutations in candidate genes across 12 LTEE populations by 60,000 generations.

constitute the deep genetic basis of the Cit+ trait, and we sought to identify them.
In total, our preliminary screen showed that 3%, or 111 out of 4288 non-essential
genes in E. coli were required for aerobic growth on citrate. Moreover, considering
the possible role of epistatic interactions and the conservative nature of our screen,
this number is likely to be an underestimate [14, 46]. Our findings therefore suggest
that the deep genetic basis of the novel Cit+ trait is quite broad, highlighting the
integrated nature of the organism.
The largest group of genes that we identified as putatively necessary for aerobic
growth on citrate belong to core metabolism. E. coli metabolizes exogenous citrate
via the TCA cycle, making the genes that encode the steps in the cycle necessary
[31, 38, 47]. Aerobic growth on citrate as a sole carbon source also creates problems
for biosynthesis as glycolysis is bypassed. Growth on citrate as a sole carbon source
thus requires the capacity to feed carbon into the gluconeogenesis pathways, as well
as to produce the TCA intermediates and key amino acid precursors 2-oxyglutarate
and succinyl-CoA. A further complication is caused by the physiology of the citT
transporter. Every molecule of citrate imported requires the simultaneous export of
a C4-dicarboxylate, and specifically the TCA intermediates of succinate, fumarate,
or malate [42]. Consequently, as few as 2 carbons per citrate molecule are available
for both catabolism and anabolism (Fig. 10.4). Given these considerations, several
genes might be predicted as necessary for aerobic growth on citrate.
Predicted genes include isocitrate dehydrogenase (icd), which is necessary to
yield 2-oxoglutarate because the 2-oxoglutarate decarboxylase (SucAB) reaction
is irreversible; isocitrate lyase (aceA), which is necessary to bypass the CO2producing SucAB and SucCD reactions via the glyoxylate shunt; and citrate synthase (gltA), which is necessary to pass carbons harvested via glyoxylate back into
the TCA cycle to reach 2-oxoglutarate and succinyl-CoA. Interestingly, our screen
did not yield any of these genes. This odd result might be an artifact of the screen’s
design. These genes would be essential in minimal medium with citrate as a sole
carbon source. However, the Christensen’s citrate agar on which we conducted our
phenotypic screen likely contains sufficient amino acids and other metabolites to
compensate for anabolic deficiencies caused by loss of any one of these key en-
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Fig. 10.4: Citrate metabolic pathways in Ara-3 Cit+ . Extracellular citrate is exchanged for the
intracellular C4-dicarboxylate TCA intermediates, succinate, fumarate, and malate by
the citT antiporter. This physiology means perhaps only 2 carbon atoms are available
per citrate molecule for both catabolism and anabolism. The citrate can be metabolized
in two ways. In the catabolic pathway (orange arrows), both carbons are lost as CO2
(leaving none for biosynthesis), but substantial energy is conserved in the form of
NAD(P)H. In the anabolic pathway (green arrows), no energy is gained, but the carbons
are harvested as glyoxylate, and can either be passed back into the TCA cycle or into
gluconeogenesis for biosynthesis of amino acids and other necessary metabolites.
Where two gene names are given (e.g. acnA, acnB) for a reaction, the genes are
redundant; where genes are listed as a complex (e.g. sucAB), all gene products are
needed to catalyze the reaction. Because of redundant genes and/or pathways, only 3
genes (gltA, icd, and aceA, shown in bold) may be predicted as essential for aerobic
growth on citrate as a sole carbon source. None of these genes were identified in our
screen, but others, shown in blue, were. Regulatory effects of 2-oxoglutarate are
indicated with dashed lines.

zymes. We plan to follow up on these preliminary findings with further screens
using Christensen’s citrate broth from which we will exclude yeast extract, which
should allow us to evaluate this hypothesis.
Some of the TCA genes we identified in our screen are not strictly essential, but
their absence could lead to the over-accumulation of intermediates, negatively affecting regulation, and causing unbalanced growth. For instance, deletion of either
of the subunits of 2-oxoglutarate decarboxylase (sucA or sucB) eliminated the capacity to grow aerobically on citrate. This effect could be due to an accumulation
of 2-oxoglutarate levels that would inhibit citrate synthase, preventing the use of
citrate-derived carbon for amino acid biosynthesis. Similarly, loss of one of the four
subunits of succinate dehydrogenase, SdhB, eliminated the Cit+ trait. SdhB is the
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cytoplasmic subunit responsible for passing electrons from SdhA, which binds both
succinate and FAD, to the electron transport chain [48]. It is possible that loss of
SdhB sequesters succinate in a form that cannot be accessed by citT, stopping the
flow of citrate into the cell.
The second largest subset of essential gene candidates were membrane proteins
and cell wall synthesis enzymes. The 22 membrane proteins include ABC transporter families such as macB and yhhJ, and a diversity of importers, exporters,
and symporters. Several genes involved in peptidoglycan synthesis and remodeling
(ddlA, erfK, dacA) were also identified. This subset is more puzzling, as there is no
obvious direct relationship between these genes and citrate metabolism. While Cit+
requires an aerobically functioning citT membrane transporter, an rnk-citT module
(where rnk is an aerobic promoter) was available to the tested cells via a high-copynumber plasmid [8]. Thus, the removal of the citT gene from the genome, or any
other transporter gene, should in principle not affect Cit+ .
The role of most of the genes we have identified in aerobic growth on citrate is
unclear. This lack of obvious connection is perhaps most clearly seen in the cell
appendage biosynthesis genes our screen showed as putatively necessary to the Cit+
trait. These genes included those involved in flagellar biosynthesis (flgE, flgF, flgI,
and flgJ), fimbrial assembly (ycbS), and curli synthesis (csgABFG). Similarly, 18
candidate genes are involved in stress response functions in E. coli, including multidrug efflux pumps (emrD and ybhF), reactive oxygen defenses (sodB), acid resistance regulators (ymgB), and response regulators for phosphate starvation (phoR).
At least some of these genes may be experimental artifacts of a screening procedure
that exposed the cells to multiple stressors, including exposure to two antibiotics,
treatment in high concentrations of calcium chloride, and cold.
Might the candidate genes we identified be targets of refining mutations that improved aerobic growth on citrate after the evolution of the Cit+ trait? To answer
this question, we examined the metagenome sequence data generated by Good et
al. [18] for the Ara-3 population through 60,000 generations. We found mutations
in 8 candidate genes, though none reached high frequency until well after the Cit+
clade evolved an elevated mutation rate around 35,000 generations [8]. The earliest mutation to rise to high frequency occurred at around 37,000 generations in the
gene csgG, which encodes an outer membrane lipoprotein involved in curli biosynthesis. Due to the elevated mutation rate, however, it is unclear if these mutations
are beneficial or reached high frequency by hitchhiking with some other beneficial
allele.
Only 3 of the 8 mutated candidate genes in Ara-3, aroG, atpI, and ydiJ, are related
to central metabolism. These genes have a total of six mutations, all of which are
either synonymous or occur in noncoding regions. While it is possible that these
mutations might have beneficial fitness effects, it seems more likely that they are
hitchhikers. The five other candidate genes, csgG, flgF, ycbS, emrD, and ybhF, which
are involved in biofilm, flagellar, and fibrial biosynthesis, and encode multidrug
efflux pumps, respectively, have a total of 12 mutations. Five of these mutations are
synonymous or noncoding, but the remaining seven are missense or indel mutations.
The latter seven mutations would presumably affect gene function, and potentially
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conflict with our findings that they are necessary for the Cit+ trait. Later work will
examine these mutations, their effects, and will determine if their identification in
the screen was perhaps an experimental artifact of some sort. Broadly, however,
the rarity of mutations in candidate genes in Ara-3 after the evolution of Cit+ is
consistent with their being necessary for the trait and suggests that mutations in
them are generally detrimental.
If the 111 genes we identified are actually necessary for aerobic growth on citrate,
then mutations that impair or eliminate their function would seemingly reduce the
likelihood of evolving the Cit+ trait. We identified nonsynonymous mutations and
indels in multiple candidate genes in 7 of the other 11 LTEE populations. We do not
yet know enough about the effects of these mutations on the function of the genes
in question. However, any that impair or eliminate function would likely reduce
or foreclose the possibility of the evolution of Cit+ in the respective populations.
It will be interesting to examine how the evolvability of Cit+ varies between the
populations in which mutations have occurred in candidate genes, and Ara-6, Ara+1,
and Ara+5, in which they have not.
Novel traits are not the result solely of the genetic changes that immediately underlie them. Those genetic changes that actualize a trait must always occur in a
genetic background containing an integrated set of genes and gene products that
allow them to produce that new trait. Though the importance of this deep genetic
basis of novel traits is in a sense obvious, it has rarely been examined. The preliminary work we have described gives a glimpse into the deep genetic basis of the Cit+
trait that arose in the LTEE. The trait was actualized by a mutation that activated
the expression of a citrate transporter gene, citT, when oxygen was present via the
cooption of an alternate promoter, that of the aerobically expressed gene rnk. Despite this apparent simplicity, our results show that the manifestation of the Cit+ trait
depends on the activity of more than 100 other genes. This finding shows how the
additive nature of novel traits in evolution means that even relatively minor, seemingly simple novel traits nonetheless depend on a foundation of many pre-existing
elements that interact in complex and highly integrated ways.
Indeed, our findings suggest that what genes might be involved in the manifestation of a trait may be anything but obvious due to this complexity and integration.
Prior work has shown that the evolution of the Cit+ trait was historically contingent
upon several potentiating mutations that arose over the course of the Ara-3 population’s history during the experiment, and the twisted paths of evolution during
that history. Our findings here show that the trait was contingent upon not simply
this history during the experiment. Indeed, it was contingent upon the much longer
history that preceded the experiment, over which evolution constructed an organism
with the full complement of genes that interacted in such a way as to support the
manifestation of the trait once the actualizing mutation took place. Such contingent
histories are necessary to provide the proper deep genetic basis that underlies the
evolution of all novel traits. Given the role of novel traits in evolution, our work
argues that it is time to take this deeper historical contingency seriously.
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Appendix

Genes identified as putatively necessary for aerobic growth on citrate and their annotations as
reported by EcoCyc.
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